annual
On the year 2015 and prospects
for Deutsche Börse Group

Our clear vision is to turn
Deutsche Börse into the
global market infrastructure
provider of choice, being
top-ranked in all its activities.

This Annual is the “accelerated” version of our corporate
report. Key information, and to the point: the Annual comprises an overview of Deutsche Börse Group, and of our
“Accelerate” growth strategy. We are looking at the present
state of the Group – but of course we will also take a look
ahead to what we have planned for the near future, as well
as potential innovations over a longer period. We have thus
structured the report into three sections: Status, Ambition,
and Innovation.
We accept responsibility in all of these areas. Not only are
we determined to be the number one for our customers and
investors – we also take the needs and interests of all relevant stakeholders into account. Dialogue and transparency
are key aspects in this context. This is why we not only
expanded our stakeholder survey in 2015, but also further
developed our reporting, bringing it in line with the standards set by the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI): our Annual
and our financial report 2015 have both been prepared in
accordance with the GRI G4 framework for the first time.
We are looking back at a successful year. Yet we have no
intention of resting on our laurels. We must grow much
faster in the future. We have called our strategy – designed
to achieve faster growth – “Accelerate”. The purpose of
this strategy is to propel Deutsche Börse Group into the
global number one or number two position – in all of its
business areas.
And we are making good progress. Last year, we acquired
the remaining stake in index provider STOXX, and also took
over the foreign-exchange trading platform 360T, an enterprise that is a blueprint for entrepreneurial courage, client
proximity and innovation. You can read more about 360T
and its founder Carlo Kölzer on page 22.

Talking about client proximity: we want our clients to be
our focus, throughout the Group and for the long term.
Under the leadership of our new Global Head of Sales,
Robert Jolliffe, we have established a team of Group
Relationship Managers. You will find an interview with
Robert on page 32.
Client relationships are one part of the equation – client-
focused solutions are the other: they must go hand in hand.
This is why we have centralised our product development,
coordinated by Ashwin Kumar, our new Global Head of Prod
uct Development. He talks about his plans on page 18.
We continue to focus on Asia, and especially China – one
of the world’s most important growth regions. We founded
the China Europe International Exchange (CEINEX) at the
end of October 2015, a European-Chinese cooperation that
is truly unique worldwide, with which we are preparing for
the future.
To ensure that “Accelerate” is a success, we realigned Executive Board portfolios at the beginning of 2016. The goal
of all these steps is to act faster, and in a more focused and
client-oriented manner.
I hope you will enjoy reading our Annual.
Yours sincerely,

Carsten Kengeter
Chief Executive Officer
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An overview

1

	Pre-IPO and listing
Start-up companies often enter into a decisive phase
when their business requires liquid funds in order
to boost their market profile and to expedite growth.
It is specifically for companies in this phase that
Deutsche Börse launched its Venture Network. A company’s presence on the stock exchange starts with the
exchange listing. The Frankfurt Stock Exchange allows
companies of all kinds and sizes to raise equity or debt
capital – SMEs or large enterprises, domestic or international. Investors may participate in the growth of
the real economy – promoting it at the same time by
providing capital.
Our brands: Deutsche Börse, Börse Frankfurt

1 Pre-IPO and listing
2 Trading
3 Clearing
4 Settlement
5 Custody
6 Collateral and liquidity management
7 Market data
8 Indices
9 Technology

7

2

3

	Trading
Deutsche Börse Group operates regulated markets for
equities, bonds and numerous other products using its
Xetra® electronic trading system. The Group also facilitates trading of derivatives – i.e. contracts derived from
other assets or reference values (including equities,
indices, German and European government bonds, foreign exchange or commodities), which are traded on
the various Eurex trading platforms based on the T7®
market architecture. This also encompasses electricity
and gas trading at the European Energy Exchange. Foreign
exchange trading takes place via the 360T® platform.
Our brands: Xetra®, Eurex®, European Energy Exchange,
360T®, Börse Frankfurt, Tradegate

	Clearing
Clearing denotes the offsetting of transactions to reduce
risk positions. In addition, Deutsche Börse Group’s clearing houses – Eurex Clearing AG and European Commodity
Clearing AG – act as central counterparties: as buyer to
each seller, and as seller to each buyer to minimise
counterparty risk. Moreover, centralised clearing for
off-exchange (over-the-counter, OTC) trades is gaining
importance, due to financial markets regulation but also
reflecting the security features. Deutsche Börse Group
offers an efficient clearing platform for all types of
trading activities.
Our brands: Eurex Clearing, European Commodity
Clearing

4

5

	Settlement
Following trading and clearing, settlement involves
the accurate booking of individual items, with the
exchange of securities against money. The booking
of securities transactions to individual client securities
accounts is also ascertained during this process.
Clearstream, Deutsche Börse Group’s provider of
post-trading securities services, is responsible for
efficient global securities settlement.
Our brand: C
 learstream

	Custody
Once assets have been settled correctly, they are held
in safe custody. Clearstream administers assets throughout the period for which they are held, offering services
such as the handling of corporate actions and dividend
payments – across all product types. Moreover, these
services allow market participants to efficiently comply
with their regulatory obligations.
Our brand: Clearstream

8
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	Collateral and liquidity management
Through Clearstream’s Global Liquidity Hub, Deutsche
Börse Group offers financial institutions o ptimal liquidity
and collateral management. Due to its links to depository
banks, trading platforms, c entral counterparties and
other national central s ecurities depositories, the open
architecture provides real-time access to a rich pool
of liquidity.
Our brands: Clearstream, Eurex Repo®

7
8

	Market data
Private and institutional investors make decisions
based on market data, creating new information in
turn. Deutsche Börse’s most prominent data products
include (real-time) price data generated from its
various trading systems, as well as historical market
data, plus analytical indicators from trading at its
cash and derivatives exchanges.
Our brand: Deutsche Börse

	Indices
Through STOXX Ltd., Deutsche Börse Group disseminates indices tracking markets around the world. The
STOXX index families are differentiated by country,
region, product type, investment theme or strategy;
customised indices facilitate tailor-made market analysis
in real time. Among the Group’s benchmark products
are the EURO STOXX 50® and the German blue-chip
DAX® index, which tracks the performance of the
30 largest German companies.
Our brands: STOXX®, DAX®

9

	Technology
Resilient, state-of-the-art IT systems provide the foundation for virtually all capital markets services. Deutsche
Börse Group develops IT systems for trading, clearing,
settlement and custody services, while ensuring the
operational reliability of the data centres. Deutsche
Börse’s IT processes are certified in accordance with
ISO standards.
Our brands: Deutsche Börse, T7®, C7®, N7®, F7®
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Define and execute Deutsche Börse
Group’s growth strategy across the
value chain, creating a group that is
truly one, and enabling a culture of
entrepreneurship, innovation and
superior customer service
Carsten Kengeter,
Chief Executive Officer

A new structure –
to build the global
market infrastructure
provider of choice

S tat u s

Our Executive Board

Hauke Stars,
responsible for Cash Market,
Pre-IPO & Growth Financing

Establish new opportunities in our European
cash market business,
with an active role in
growth financing and by
establishing a leading
pre-IPO marketplace

Contribute to the growth strategy
of the Group through sophisticated
financial, risk and compliance
controls with a focus on creating
value for our shareholders
Gregor Pottmeyer,
Chief Financial Officer

Ou r a mbi ti on

Drive the essentials of well-
functioning markets with our
technology, data and new asset
class portfolio – safety, integrity,
efficiency and innovation
Andreas Preuss,
Deputy Chief Executive Officer,
responsible for IT & Operations,
Data & New Asset Classes

Design the right solutions across
all asset classes – equity, index,
fixed-income, FX, commodities,
funds – to create growth oppor
tunities tailored to customers
Jeffrey Tessler,
responsible for Clients,
Products & Core Markets

9
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Security in trading as a European virtue

S tat u s – W h y se c u rit y in
t r a d in g is a Eu r o pe a n v ir t u e

“Security is
embedded into
the DNA of our
markets”

11

Tr a d i n g
Exchange trading is the best proxy for a
‘perfect’ market, mainly because exchanges
match supply and demand – directly and
free of distortion. Deutsche Börse Group
operates regulated markets for equities,
bonds, and numerous other products using
its Xetra® electronic trading system. The
Group also facilitates trading of derivatives –
contracts derived from other assets or reference values (including equities, indices, European and US bonds, foreign exchange or
commodities), which are traded on the various
Eurex trading platforms based on the T7®
market architecture. This also encompasses
carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions trading at the

All areas of our lives are getting faster. By switching
to electronic trading systems, Deutsche Börse took
a key step towards automated trading – almost two
decades ago.
“Some critical observers of securities trading are calling for an artificial slowdown of markets – now that is
precisely the opposite of what state-of-the-art technology intends”, says Miroslav Budimir, Head of Segment
Management, who is responsible for Deutsche Börse
Group’s cash market structure. “It is unlikely that such
demands will actually materialise.” In fact, mechanisms
designed to artificially slow down markets already exist –
but they are only used in extreme situations: “These
mechanisms exclusively serve to maintain fair, transparent and liquid trading”, Budimir adds.
From carrier pigeons to gl ass -fibre
c ables

In trading, time has always been money. Up until the
19th century, carrier pigeons were launched from ships
sailing from Europe as soon as the US coast was within
reach. They brought the latest news long before ship
and crew reached the harbour. This meant that those
traders who received the news first were able to adapt
their trading patterns and pricing policy accordingly.
“Whoever was able to skilfully exploit the benefit of
being a few hours ahead had an advantage”, says
Budimir. Nowadays, it’s not about hours, but about

European Energy Exchange. Based on free
decisions to buy or sell, fair and transparent
prices – which, for example in the case of
equities, reflect the future potential of companies – are determined across all regulated
trading segments.
Trading is a business area of
Deutsche Börse Group.

p. 7

milliseconds – no carrier pigeons, and no more telephone
calls either. Even open outcry on the trading floor would
be far too slow; it takes glass-fibre lines to s ubmit orders:
“Speed has always been a principle of free trade.”
It’s about plausibility

Whilst trading participants are quick to agree upon the
importance of speed, as far as security is concerned,
European markets have embarked upon a different route
than those in the US, for example: “We have embedded
mandatory security features into the DNA of our markets”,
explains Budimir. The starting point is plausibility checks,
even prior to clients placing their orders into the system.
“This is a targeted measure to prevent so-called ‘fat
finger’ errors”, says Budimir. “For instance, where a
trader would normally buy 1,000 shares at a price of
10 euros, but places an order for 10 shares of the same
company at a price of 1,000 euros, the system will
detect that something must be wrong.” The mechanism

12
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Cle a r i n g
Clearing is used to net claims and liabilities
relating to financial instruments to each other.
Deutsche Börse Group’s clearing houses – Eurex
Clearing AG and European Commodity Clearing
AG – act as central counterparties: as buyer to
each seller, and as seller to each buyer. Market

built into Deutsche Börse’s systems is called ‘volatility
interruption’ – a very effective protection against a phenomenon that made headlines in the US: the so-called
‘flash crash’. Using pre-defined price ranges (‘corridors’),
the volatility interruption mechanism is an electronic
plausibility check of the next price that is going to occur.
If that price is outside one of the corridors, continuous
trading will be interrupted for a short period of time; the
market will be informed about this situation. Market
participants are thus given time to review their orders,
and to adjust (or delete) them in order to adapt to the
new situation. Continuous trading resumes after a
volatility interruption.

participants pledge collateral that allows management of the risk exposure from trading. The
clearing function is akin to insuring market participants against the default of a contractual
counterparty. Moreover, centralised clearing for
off-exchange (over-the-counter – “OTC”) trades
is gaining importance, due to financial markets
regulation but also reflecting the security features. Deutsche Börse Group offers an efficient
clearing platform for all types of trading activities; the Group continuously enhances and
expands its services offer in this field. Most
recently, Deutsche Börse introduced a mechanism that allows the execution and settlement of
large orders without burdening the market (i.e.
without price distortions), and in line with regulatory requirements. Deutsche Börse thus lives
up to its responsibility of facilitating regulated
trading with a maximum of service quality and
efficiency – making it as attractive as possible.

Static and dynamic price corridors
Price

Clearing is a business area of
Volatility interruption

p. 7
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Dynamic corridor
Upper limit

Deutsche Börse Group.

+

Static corridor
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Dynamic corridor
Lower limit
Static corridor
Lower limit
Time

“We use two different corridors for the purpose of volatility interruptions: the dynamic price corridor is based
on the last price determined; it is designed to capture
and prevent abrupt price changes”, Budimir adds. “The
static price corridor is wider – and hence more stable –
than the dynamic one. We use the static corridor to
detect a series of small, successive price changes which,
taken together, would constitute a more extensive price
movement – a ‘flash crash’, for example.” This means
that where a trading pattern would gradually shift the
dynamic price corridor – and would thus neutralise its
check function – the static corridor would nonetheless
trigger a volatility interruption. Budimir adds: “Continuous

trading would also be interrupted in this scenario. We
have also taken precautions for cases where the price
continues to diverge strongly from the preceding price
level, even after a volatility interruption. In this case, our
third security feature will be triggered: an extended volatility interruption, where a qualified employee of Deutsche
Börse checks for any news and corresponding order
book situation that would justify such an unusual price
movement. The employee’s decision when to resume
trading is thus based on regulations passed by the management as well as personal expertise and experience.”
Transparency as a matter of responsibility

Budimir stresses the importance of the underlying principle: after all, even extreme price fluctuations may be
justified in specific cases: “Of course, new facts emerging
about a company, or other news, may provide a justification for a price divergence”, Budimir explains. “All we
want to avoid is sudden, abrupt spikes – not strong price
fluctuations per se. After all, as a market operator, we
are not in a position to assess what price is appropriate
for a given share traded on our markets. This assessment
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Key features of the T7® derivatives
trading platform:
■■

optimised processing and enhanced reporting

■■

extended Calendar Spread functionality (calendar spreads
support the trading of differences between different
options [and futures] contracts on the same underlying
instrument, but with different contract months)

■■

markedly faster listing of new products and introduction
of new functional features

■■

more flexible timelines for implementing s oftware
upgrades

Key features of the Xetra® Release 16
trading platform:
■■

fast trading of large-volume orders, without n
 egative
market impact (Volume Discovery Order)

■■

MiFID II-compliant solutions

■■

optimum execution of large ETF orders through
interaction with the entire order book (Designated
Sponsor Quote Request)

■■

protection against unwanted order execution against
the participant’s own orders (Self Match Prevention)

To directly contact the Eurex Exchange and Xetra teams:
technology.roadmap@eurexchange.com
xetra@deutsche-boerse.com

takes place through interaction between buyers and
sellers – by way of their placing orders on our market –
and the resulting price discovery process. We support
this process by setting the rules for such interaction –
rules that apply for all market participants, and which
we make transparent. This strengthens the trust of
market participants in the price discovery process, and
hence, in trading on m
 arkets organised by Deutsche
Börse. You could say that we define the grammar, not
the specific content. Our clients appreciate the robustness of our markets, as demonstrated by technical
availability and reliability, but also in terms of fast, fair
and transparent trading”, Budimir states.

Accelerate
A m biti o n – S T R AT E G IC PE RS PE CTIV E S

“Accelerate” is the name of Deutsche Börse’s growth
programme, which we launched in July 2015. Accelerate is the result of a detailed a
 nalysis of our strategic
focus, as well as our organisational structures and
business processes. The purpose of Accelerate is to
secure our growth momentum through numerous initiatives, to boost this momentum over the medium term
and to strengthen and ensure the Group’s e conomic
and social value in accordance with our sustainability
strategy.

along the entire value chain. The growth programme
will help us to focus more strongly on our clients’
needs, and to enhance the efficiency of our processes.

NUMBER ONE SPOT

Accelerate comprises five elements:
1. to better fulfil client needs, through a more
rigorous organisation
2. to improve performance measurement and
performance-oriented remuneration
3. to review the medium-term financial planning
4. to exploit opportunities for external growth
5. to review and examine the portfolio of businesses
and investments

Accelerate pursues a clearly defined vision: to turn
Deutsche Börse into the global market infrastructure
provider of choice, being top-ranked in all its activities

Our key approaches – which are aligned with these
five strategy elements – are summarised as follows:

FIVE STEPS TO RE ACH THE

STRUCTUR AL CHANGE WITHIN THE COMPANY
SHARPENS FOCUS ON CLIENTS

Going forward, we will apply a joint approach to marketing, innovation and operations within Deutsche
Börse Group. This organisational change will enable
us to better serve new client needs, and to tap sales
potential which we have not been able to explore to
date. In order to expedite structural change within
the company, and to intensify Group-wide cooperation,
we have established a Group Management Committee, as a first step. This committee brings together
executives from all parts of the Group – its composition
will be variable, in line with the Group’s strategic needs.
Moreover, our new Managing Directors for Group Sales
(Robert Jolliffe) and Group Business & Product Development (Ashwin Kumar), both based in London, will

improve coverage of our top customers, and will en-
hance our client-oriented offers. In addition, we have
restructured the entire Executive Board (for details,
please refer to the CEO’s letter to shareholders as
well as the  combined management report of the
financial report 2015.
NE W STAFF INCENTIVES

We will gradually introduce new systems for measuring staff performance, and for determining remuneration. Besides enhancing incentive structures, this will
establish a more direct responsibility for profit and
loss. The objective is to increase performance o
 rientation on all levels – at the same time, we want to
raise the Group’s attractiveness for the top talents
in our sector.
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Ambition

Strategic perspectives

Earnings before interest and tax (EBIT) and consolidated net profit for the period attributable to the
shareholders of the parent company are targeted to
grow by between 10 and 15 per cent per annum.
■■ This implies a target range of between €2.8 billion
and €3.2 billion in 2018 net revenue (up from the
previous target range of €2.3 billion to €2.7 billion),
and EBIT of between €1.55 billion and €1.75 billion
for 2018.
■■

FASTER GROW TH – WITH CLE ARLY DEFINED
TARGETS UP TO 2018

Our competitors use their strong results to expand their
business lines – some of them on a massive scale: ICE,
the Intercontinental Exchange, has acquired Interactive
Data Holdings Corp. for US$5.2 billion, thus boosting
its presence in the data business. In other words: the
market for financial infrastructures is undergoing massive
changes – to stand still in such a situation simply means
falling behind.
This is why we want to invest into new markets and
asset classes at a faster pace than in the past. In fact,
during the course of revising our financial planning until
2018, we already identified opportunities for organic
growth. We set clearly defined targets for profit growth –
also with a view to safeguarding the scalability of our
business model by making sure our technical systems
are prepared to support the expansion of our product
and service offers – at minimal cost.
The targets of our revised financial planning are
as follows:
■■ We strive for net revenue growth of between 5 and
10 per cent per annum until 2018, based on the
Group’s current business portfolio and assuming a
continued recovery of the world economy as well as
medium-term interest rate rises.

To achieve these growth targets, three fundamental
cost management principles will apply:
■■ Our business model must be scalable – not just as a
“snapshot”, but on a sustained basis. Hence, single-
digit net revenue growth requires stable operating
costs; costs will be permitted to rise by around 5 per
cent if revenues grow by a double-digit percentage.
■■ We will continuously enhance our operational efficiency, with a focus on our clients’ needs. We will
offset inflationary effects and salary increases through
internal cost savings.
■■ We will create additional scope for further investments
by removing hierarchies, consolidating functions in
competence centres, and through further improvements in procurement and purchasing.
SUCCESSFUL TAKEOVERS AND COOPER ATIONS
SHOW THE WAY TO THE FUTURE

We will also continue to pursue external growth options –
not only in order to strengthen existing growth areas,
but also to explore new asset classes and services. What
is essential in this context is to remain disciplined, to
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act with an eye to the future and to grow only where
we can create sustainable value. The acquisitions of
STOXX and 360T are cases in point.
In July 2015, we acquired the remaining 50 per cent
stake in index provider STOXX that we did not already
own from SIX Swiss Exchange, thereby achieving full
control. This will significantly increase our strategic
flexibility, allowing us to benefit from the fast-growing
index business to an even larger extent.
With the acquisition of 360T, a fintech, we have
gained exposure to foreign exchange – an asset class
that is quite new to us – and hence, access to new
clients. Based in Frankfurt/Main, 360T is a global
foreign-exchange trading platform with a broad customer base that includes corporates, buy-side c lients
as well as banks. Since its foundation in 2000, 360T
has been posting double-digit annual growth rates.
Our acquisition of 360T will provide the company with
a further boost to its organic growth momentum;
moreover, the combination provides the option of realising revenue synergies in a high double-digit million
euro amount over the medium term. We will be leveraging our international distribution n
 etwork and our
expertise for this purpose.
In Asia, cooperations offer particularly strong potential.
We are already successfully cooperating with Korea
Exchange (KRX) and the Taiwan Futures Exchange
(TAIFEX), jointly offering products based on their respective blue-chip indices. At the end of October 2015, we
made a great leap forward in our strategy for Asia. In
cooperation with the Shanghai Stock Exchange (SSE)
and the China Financial Futures Exchange (CFFEX), we
founded the China Europe International Exchange

(CEINEX), a trading venue for offshore renminbi products. Immediately after the joint-venture agreement,
CEINEX entered into a cooperation agreement with
China Construction Bank (CCB). We are therefore making
progress with the implementation of our Asia strategy,
strengthening Deutsche Börse Group.
RE VIE WING CAPITAL ALLOCATION, REMAINING
TRUE TO OUR FUNDAMENTAL VALUES

We will continue to examine our portfolio of businesses
and investments, whilst maintaining our very sound
balance sheet structure and attractive dividend policy.
To achieve our growth targets, we will not compromise on high standards of security and compliance.
In an increasingly regulated capital markets environment, we will always comply with applicable rules.
Nobody within this company will assume risks which
will make us susceptible to attack – a fundamental
stance which we will clearly communicate to all our
business partners.
Likewise, for a market infrastructure provider such as
ourselves, the reliability of our trading and clearing systems remains crucially important. Our core business
segments and our IT will continue to join forces in
focusing upon solutions.
With Accelerate, we have set ourselves ambitious targets – to meet the high standards of Deutsche Börse
Group. Yet there is no change in our intention to secure
a stable future, and this is why we regularly review the
speed at which we are moving. To prevent falling behind our competitors, we must act neither too hastily,
nor too slowly. It is the programme’s name that sets the
pace: Accelerate.
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Ashwin Kumar, a former
hedge fund manager and
banker, joined Deutsche
Börse Group in September
2015 to take on the newly
created role of Global
Head of Business and
Product Development.

I n n o v at i o n

Interview with Ashwin Kumar

19

“We have the complete
value chain”
In n ovati o n – In t erv iew w it h As h w in Ku m a r ,
G l o b a l He a d o f Bus in ess a n d Pr o d u c t
D e v el o pm e n t, D eu t s c h e B ö rse G r o u p

Deutsche Börse Group has a complete
value chain. Where do you see the best
opportunities for new products ?

In terms of the product development areas, we are
looking to develop synergies between all the different
aspects of our businesses and offer products which
enhance our synergies. In addition, we are looking to
commercialise some of these value chains, so we have
and bring to the market complete or holistic solutions
where we may have previously offered more individual,
segmented solutions. Largely speaking we need to
focus on our clients, to focus on what our clients’ needs
are and what solutions we can provide to them. Our
clients on both the sell-side and the buy-side accounts

have several constraints being placed on them by regulation, by a revenue stream that is under pressure, and
by costs that are escalating on a daily basis. We can
provide a variety of different solutions that can address
these constraints and bring efficiencies to the marketplace as a whole and in turn to our clients.

Which systemic approach towards de veloping new products do you follow ?

The client is at the centre of all our activities and that
includes product development. Product development
at its core is understanding client needs, developing
solutions and deploying them in a timely manner. That

20
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Interview with Ashwin Kumar

“It’s all about the
clients’ needs.”

is the way we go about thinking of product development
and it is an institution-wide effort. It is an iterative effort
of interacting with clients, understanding what their
needs are, coming up with products, interacting with
clients again and seeing if these meet their needs, what
tweaks are required and over a short period of time
coming up with the right solution for our clients.

E x ternal forces like T2S or MiFID II are
affecting our business; how much r ange
for our own product design exists?

In fact there is more range for our own market or product
design, as certain aspects of what we deliver to our
clients get standardised because of some of the regulations you mentioned. The need for value-added services that we can provide to our clients to distinguish
our offering from others increases. And as such, our
ability to tailor ourselves to better suit client needs and
to better enhance value exists.

Could you tell us about the are as you
are eng aged in? Which benefits do you
expect for our clients?

We have several initiatives we are currently working on
from a Group product development point of view. One
of the initiatives that we have been focused on is the
whole blockchain space. We are looking at how we can
apply blockchain not only for internal efficiencies but
also for external marketplaces to bring efficiency, reduce
costs and make things easier for our clients. Another
area that we have been focused on is the outsourcing
space. We are thinking about how we can insource
more of our clients’ back-office activities and needs,
in order to relieve some of the cost p
 ressures for them.
We have also focused on a v ariety of different value
chains we have within our ecosystem, whether they are
ETFs or fixed income or securities lending. We are
thinking about how we can better serve our clients and
provide products that meet their needs in order to bring
efficiency as well as lower their costs.
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Financing
the future
In n ovati o n – D EUT S CH E
BÖ RS E V E NTU RE N E T WO RK

I n n o v at i o n

Deutsche Börse Venture Network

Young, innovative companies usually need venture
capital to boost their growth momentum following the
start-up phase – even before they can contemplate an
IPO. Compared to other markets, in Germany there is
a gap between supply and demand for this type of
financing.
Launched in June 2015, the Deutsche Börse Venture
Network sets out to close this gap by facilitating later-
stage capital-raising as well as IPOs. Via a protected,
web-based online platform, it provides access to a network of national and international investors. Moreover,
start-up entrepreneurs are provided with a choice of
targeted training offers to ensure they are ready to meet
capital markets requirements.
At the end of 2015, the Deutsche Börse Venture Network
already had more than 150 members. The 52 registered
companies include online shops such as Fashionette,
or financial provider Kreditech – but also biotechnology
companies such as Proteros or Protagen. The list of 111
participating investors comprises specialist venture
capital providers or private equity houses, as well as
large investment fund managers and family offices.

P re - I P O gr o w t h
People developing innovative business ideas
need lots of stamina – and the necessary
capital. Start-up companies often enter into
a decisive phase when their business requires
a good deal of liquid funds in order to boost
their market profile and to expedite growth. It
is specifically for these companies that Deutsche
Börse launched its Venture Network – an ex
clusive online platform where investors and
entrepreneurs can establish contacts. Within
the scope of tailored events, they have the
opportunity to get to know each other personally, thereby potentially opening channels for
entrepreneurs to raise capital for their business.
Specific training courses are also available,
where entrepreneurs can acquire the requisite
capital markets know-how.
Pre-IPO and Listing is a business area of
Deutsche Börse Group.

p. 6
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A portrait of 360T

Carlo Kölzer, CEO of 360T,
founded the trading platform for foreign exchange
(FX) in Frankfurt/Main,
Germany, in July 2000.
Following the takeover of
360T by Deutsche Börse
Group in July 2015, he
was appointed Global
Head of FX and a member of the Deutsche Börse
Group Management Committee in October of the
same year.

In n ovati o n – a s k illed “ fin -t e c hie ”

The best invention
in two decades

23

Even the best ideas need a certain amount of luck.
Carlo Kölzer is strolling contentedly through his com
pany’s new office premises in Frankfurt’s city centre. 
A folded children’s playpen leans against a desk:
360T’s Family Day has just finished. 360T’s working
language is English – its hierarchies are flat. There is
no recording of hours worked; everyone works towards
targets, as Kölzer puts it.
The company’s beginnings were more humble: back
then, looking outside the windows you would not have
seen the Taunus hills and the prestigious West End
villas – but a traffic junction in Sachsenhausen, the
city quarter south of the river known for its pubs rather
than for fintech developers. “The server room also
served as the smokers’ lounge,” Kölzer recalls. Saving

money was a priority. Meetings with clients were planned
in line with flight schedules, with the cheapest flight to
London being the key criterion.
Kölzer previously worked at a bank; he knew from his
experience there that banks had failed to develop any
new technology for two decades. His idea was to
build a central platform for foreign exchange (FX) trading, which lagged equities trading at the time. Frequent
misunderstandings were occurring with clients’ telephone
enquiries (was that “fifty” or “fifteen”?). Why did it take
quite a long time before 360T was able to win its first
major clients? “As long as nobody used our platform,
banks and clients just kept waiting for each other,
unsure as to who should move first,” Kölzer reports.
“Plus: banks were not really interested in our solution –
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A portrait of 360T

“The sky is my limit.”
it threatened their margins. Then, Dresdner Bank and
Lufthansa approached us: this was the breakthrough.”
Availability met readiness.
“Three guys and a l aptop “

The company’s beginnings were anything but easy-going.
“We were three guys and a laptop – literally speaking,”
says Kölzer. “And even though we had experience in the
banking business, we had none in FX.” Not exactly a
recipe for success – and there was another issue, as
highlighted by an investor’s question: “Who’s your programmer?” A very valid question indeed.
Ultimately, the programmer arrived from Down Under:
with tattoos, piercings, and wearing flip-flops. Kölzer
recalls a brief moment of shock when he opened the
door. Mathew had sold his car, said goodbye to his
girlfriend, moved out of his flat, and bought a oneway ticket to Germany, ready to start at 360T. “And he
is with the company to the present day: he manages
our business in Asia.” The first three staff members
are still on board – in fact, many have been with
360T for ten years.

Is there too much money chasing too few ideas in the
fintech market these days? Kölzer’s answer is reluctant:
“Money does not hurt.” But he adds that even a lot of
money cannot force good ideas: “Even nine mothers
won’t have a baby in just one month.” In any case, he
was forced to concentrate on the essentials: a strong
motivation to succeed, with the resources available.
At the time, Kölzer was unaware of the difficulties
and pitfalls in FX trading. “We just hit the ground running. At the beginning, we simply didn’t know that we
needed to be regulated, for example. Today I know that
many ideas fail when they hit such hurdles. Back then,
I was blissfully unaware of just how complex this was
going to be.”
The mainspring for Carlo Kölzer was “the sky is my
limit” – even at the cost that the company might fail
to take off. By consciously choosing to take this risk,
he exhibited an intuition, motivation and willingness
to take risks of true entrepreneurial spirit, a strategy
which in this case paid off.
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360T AND FX TRADING
With daily turnover in excess of US$ 5 trillion, the foreign
exchange market is the most important financial market
segment internationally. Deutsche Börse Group has benefited from a competence centre for global foreign exchange
trading since mid-2015: 360T, whose state-of-the-art
trading platform facilitates secure and transparent trading
in foreign currencies, money-market products as well as
currency and interest rate derivatives. With a daily trading
volume of US$100 billion, 360T® is the largest FX trading
platform worldwide.
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Ambition

Regulatory strategy

Connecting
interests
A m biti o n – Reg u l at o ry
s t r at egy

Lack of transparency, unhedged exposures, inefficient
risk management, loopholes in financial markets regulation: not so long ago, these and other factors helped
destabilise the financial system up to a point when, in
2008, a global crisis broke out – a crisis which has
prevailed since then. The first measures implemented
by decision-makers in their efforts to deal with this c risis
focused on creating sustainable stability by regulating
and realigning the international capital markets. Neutral
financial markets infrastructure providers, such as
Deutsche Börse Group, played a key role in this realignment since they connect a heterogeneous group
of capital markets participants with regulators. The
providers of such infrastructure carry a heavy load of
functional, strategic and macroeconomic responsibility.
Current de velopments

Alexandra Hachmeister
is the head of Regulatory
Strategy in the Public Affairs
section at Deutsche Börse
Group. She is a member of
the Group Management
C ommittee.

The G20’s commitment to strengthening the system
triggered, amongst other things, the regulation of OTC
derivatives trading enshrined in the European Market
Infrastructure Regulation (EMIR) of 2012. Current regulatory efforts aimed at financial instruments trading
(MiFID/MiFIR) and central securities depositories
(CSD-R), as well as the creation and dissemination of
benchmarks, are all designed to remedy the mistakes
that resulted in the financial markets crisis.
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Regul ation and grow th are t wo sides
of the same coin

Smart regulation of European capital markets may prove
to be a powerful engine to drive the sector. This is of
particular importance from a competitive point of view,
especially with regards to the financial centres in Asia
and the US. And because of global competition, it is
high time Europe turned its attention back to growth,
fostering investments and new approaches – the main
objective of the European Capital Markets Union. The
EU Commission under Jean-Claude Juncker initiated
the Capital Markets Union in 2015 to strengthen
cross-border capital flows and provide businesses with
better funding sources. Deutsche Börse supports this
important project to the best of its abilities, for example through its newly established “Deutsche Börse
Venture Network” (see “Financing the future” on
page 21).
Efficient application of regul atory rules

Transparency, fairness, neutrality, stability and efficiency
are Deutsche Börse Group’s core values. They have
enabled the Group to act as a reliable partner for
policymakers and regulators, in particular over these
last years, and help clients fulfil diverse regulatory
requirements along their value chain. This is essential

for a heavily regulated provider of infrastructure to
the financial markets. Regulation has become a key
driver of Deutsche Börse Group’s strategy.
The added value this strategy provides lies in the ded
icated and timely analysis of economic and capital
market issues as well as of regulatory trends, since it
lays the groundwork for strategic dialogue with pol
iticians and regulators on the effects of regulation.
Deutsche Börse Group in turn reflects the results of
this dialogue in products and services for the benefit
of all market participants, for example in their regu
latory reporting platform (see “Our clients have a
say” on page 28) or post-trading offers for TARGET2-Securities (see
“A new architecture of trust”
on page 35).
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Regulatory Reporting Hub 

In n ovati o n – T h e n ew Reg u l at o ry Rep o r tin g H u b

“Our clients
have a say”
Marco Popp is part of a
larger, Group-wide team
working on new products
for regulatory reporting.

The latest amendments to the EU Markets in Financial
Instruments Directive – known as MiFID II – are the big
topic on financial markets these days. The new Directive,
aimed at transparency and the detection of market abuse,
marks a new high in terms of regulation. Reporting obligations – including those for information which to date
was considered irrelevant – are complex and demanding;
it is fair to say that many questions will only be answered
over time.

“Deutsche Börse Group and its clients will have to look
into the details”, says Marco Popp from the Market
Data + Services division, who is a member of a crossdivisional project group on Regulatory Reporting and
MiFID II. “As a market participant, for example, you
cannot simply go and report all the data you have generated. This would not be accepted as qualified reporting, and would lead to so-called ‘findings’ – reporting
errors which may in turn lead to serious fines. And that
is just the reporting side. Many of our clients face additional issues, such as collecting data in-house, com
piling and processing it for reporting to the competent
authority, having aligned the data to match requirements.
We can support our clients across this entire processing
chain.” Everyone concerned – regulators, trading participants, as well as Deutsche Börse – has yet to gain
concrete experience with the new rules. Hence, the
project team is convinced that a dynamic, cooperative
model is the only way forward: “There is no such thing
as an optimum, all-in, ready-to-go solution,” Popp says,
adding: “Or it would be too late – not exactly ideal either.”
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MiFID II – background and details
The EU Markets in Financial Instruments Directive – o r
MiFID – is a directive which sets the legal framework for
providing investment services related to financial instruments, such as intermediation, advisory services, trading,
portfolio management, underwriting etc. The Directive
is applicable for banks and securities firms, as well as
operators of regulated markets. Its overarching goal is to
promote the integration, c ompetitiveness and efficiency
of financial markets in the EU. MiFID II refers to the current revision of the Markets in Financial Instruments
Directive, with the objective of making financial markets
more efficient, more resilient and more transp arent.
Besides strengthening investor p
 rotection, MiFID II
includes new procedural rules for algorithmic trading.

Managed tr ansparency

Popp continues: “We started with a dynamic, collaborative approach, having restructured product development from scratch, in an interactive manner. In short,
you could summarise our model as ‘inform – discuss –
offer’.” Very short indeed, since this involves a complex
process flow with many interdependencies. A method
that is currently en vogue came in handy for the team:
the ‘scrum’ method uses an open approach where processes can grow alongside the tasks at hand, for as
long as possible. After all, it is impossible to define every-
thing from the very beginning. Using this method allowed
the team to create transparency – both internally and
vis-à-vis clients and other stakeholders – and to manage
it appropriately.
One key objective was defined at the outset: the goal
was to establish a dynamic, open platform for comprehensive regulatory reporting. “This meant approaching
clients at a very early stage – with contacts not just from
the core project team, but also from the Group’s sales

teams. We convinced our colleagues to touch base with
their clients with a preliminary ‘door opener’ – a very
short piece of information.” Of course, an issue such as
MiFID II is an ideal opportunity for cross-divisional client
contacts, and clients were indeed interested, right
from the start. As project manager Popp puts it: “Maybe
Regulatory Reporting is a topic that benefits from a
favourable framework right now. But we are indeed
proud of the Group-wide team effort we have undertaken in this respect.”
Workshops with all stakeholders

Passing on information and exchanging views was
the focus of the second stage. The project team organised workshops, in Germany as well as throughout
the European market, with regulators actively taking
part as key stakeholders. “We succeeded in building 
a sound format for an open exchange of views, with
Deutsche Börse Group acting as an honest broker.”
It was only then that client discussions in a narrower
sense kicked in. “Our joint workshops, together with
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Regulatory Reporting Hub

Further information
For more details, please refer to the

“Regulatory

e nvironment” section of the combined management
report in the 2015 financial report.
The central landing page can be accessed via
deutsche-boerse.com/regulatory-reporting
Or contact Deutsche Börse Group’s team of experts
directly, by e-mail to
regulatory-reporting@deutsche-boerse.com

A S S E T S E R VIC E S

clients and regulators, are a case in point for the responsible manner in which we dealt with our clients –
and with our knowledge.” Thanks to this model approach, the team even succeeded in establishing contacts with firms in the UK – an extremely challenging
market for non-resident providers of solutions for regu
latory tasks.
The pilot phase is running at present. The platform has
been launched, with functionality being added step by
step. In fact, the first clients are already working on the
“live” database: “This is not a prototype version that
you would discard after testing – it’s the database to
which all functional features will be added over time.
There is nothing as valuable as this live feedback.”
Deutsche Börse has been discussing planned functionality in detail with interested parties since mid-2015,
allowing for customised offers to be requested. The first
pilot clients have been online since February 2016.

Various additional services are required in
connection with the safekeeping (custody) of
assets, including the handling of corporate
actions, dividend payments and tax services.
Likewise, services to investment funds have
gained importance over recent years. All these
services are available to market participants
from Clearstream, Deutsche Börse Group’s
post-trading services provider.
Custody is a business area of
Deutsche Börse Group.

p. 7

R E G U L ATO R Y R E P O R TIN G
International capital markets are shaped by
ever more complex regulatory requirements,
such as reporting duties or transparency
requirements. Responding to this trend,

Was that it – or will there be more? “Interesting question,”
says Marco Popp, “on the one hand, we have already
achieved quite a lot – but on the other hand, we are still
at the beginning. This is because even though MiFID II
might well represent the peak of regulatory activity for
the time being, it will certainly not be the end.” Popp
firmly believes that the new platform is the right tool
for clients’ international business, as well as for future
regulation. “Step by step, we will be able to append additional regulations to the platform, conducting live tests
with our pilot clients, and adjusting the platform to their
respective requirements – true to our fundamental principle of involving all stakeholders into the process.”
Deutsche Börse Group thus lives up to its responsibility
as a leading market infrastructure provider.

Deutsche Börse Group has joined forces with
various customers to develop an innovative
Regulatory Reporting Hub, comprising the
Group’s comprehensive range of services de
signed to fulfil the various reporting duties
imposed by different regulators and in different
jurisdictions. The Hub will support market
participants in their reporting to the various
national authorities, taking the respective
requirements (which may differ considerably)
and other regulations, such as data protection,
into account. For participants, this service
will provide higher efficiency and lower risks,
since they will be able to obtain all the solutions they require from a one-stop shop.
Market Data is a business area of
Deutsche Börse Group.

p. 8
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Sustainable investment

S tat u s – S US TAINAB L E In v es t m e n t

Responsibility is
more than just
a business deal
SUSTAINABLE INDICES

Deutsche Börse Group is strongly committed to neutrality, objectivity and transparency. We have therefore
created several indices that focus the attention of capital
market participants on companies with sustainable
business practices. In 2015, Deutsche Börse Group
expanded its range of sustainability indices to a total
of 35. The set of sustainability criteria applied to determine which companies are included, is fully transparent.
Based on data provided by Sustainalytics, a sustainability research and analysis specialist, this index
model allows investors to fully understand how companies are rated in terms of their environmental,
social and governance (ESG) performance, and the
importance of these factors.

key sustainability figures as well as data provided by the
Carbon Disclosure Project, an international non-profit
initiative with a focus on climate change. In addition,
Deutsche Börse Group offers investors and the broader
public a comprehensive overview of the sustainability
reporting activities of companies listed in Germany’s
key indices DAX®, MDAX®, SDAX® and TecDAX®.

MA R K E T D ATA
All capital market participants – private and
institutional investors, asset managers, securities trading firms or fund management companies – make decisions based on market data,
creating new information in turn. Deutsche
Börse’s most prominent data products include

Sustainable investor portal

As the central point of contact between different capital
market participants, Deutsche Börse Group aims to
promote market transparency. In particular, we aim
to improve the availability of high-quality ESG information
and to enable a better understanding of its relevance.
To this end, Deutsche Börse’s online information portal for sustainable securities, which can be found at
boerse-frankfurt.de/sustainability, provides market
participants not only with financial data, but also with

real-time and historical price data of the Group
trading systems Xetra® and Eurex® as well as
a number of cooperation partners such as the
Irish Stock Exchange. The data is disseminated
directly via data feeds and indirectly through
data vendors. The product range also comprises real-time data of the DAX® and STOXX®
index families as well as the financial news services of the subsidiary MNI.
Market Data is a business area of
Deutsche Börse Group.

p. 8
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Rob Jolliffe, an experienced investment banker
and trained historian, took
over responsibility for all
sales activities of Deutsche
Börse Group as Head of
Sales in August 2015.

Ambition

Interview with Rob Jolliffe

33

“A new
sales culture”
A m biti o n – In t erv iew w it h R o b J o llif f e , G l o b a l He a d o f
S a les , D eu t s c h e B ö rse G r o u p

What was the first impression you got
of Deutsche Börse Group ? And what had
been the first steps ?

What I found when I first got here was that the sales
force were “siloed” into their business units – and they
still are to a large extent. We are trying to encourage the
sales people to come out of those silos, have a look
around like a meerkat, and go back down into their silos
to do their day job where they are specialised sales
people. But also to reach out and see what other oppor-

tunities are going on within the Group. So one of the
things I found was lacking when I first got here was
penetration of the clients at a senior level. What I have
done is to create a role of “Group relationship managers”
and I have hired five people so far and they are going
to work with our existing and our future client base on
a very high level, actually at the C level. That way we
can build relationships from the top level down rather
than just coming from the bottom level up, which is the
way we have been developing our relationships over the
past ten to fifteen years really.
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Interview with Rob Jolliffe

Do you think the market is re ally aware

Do you see a demand for products and

of Deutsche Börse Group’s existing prod -

services that Deutsche Börse Group

uct and services portfolio?

does not ye t cover?

The question really is: is the market aware of Deutsche
Börse Group itself? Because Deutsche Börse Group is a
conglomerate and it has various different very well-known
product silos. You’ve got, for example, Eurex, you’ve got
Clearstream, two brands which are very well known to
quite a lot of people, particularly outside of Germany,
who do not know that Deutsche Börse is part of those
organisations. So the branding of Deutsche Börse Group
needs to be stretched wider, because at the moment
many clients just say: “Oh yes, Eurex, I know Eurex”.
But they do not know that Deutsche Börse is the owner
of Eurex. It is the same with Clearstream, they know
Clearstream but they do not know that Clearstream is
“married” to Deutsche Börse, to Eurex, to 360T etc.

I feel that there needs to be a much higher influence of
the sales input into the product development at Deutsche
Börse, and that’s why I am very keen to work with
Ashwin Kumar. Because he understands the products,
and the products on the sales side need to be interwoven together from the starting point until the final
delivery point as well.

Has there been a particul ar experience
which has impressed and motivated you?

The most influential person in my life was a history
teacher when I was in school, when I was 13 or 14
years old. I loved history as a subject and he taught
me how to have perspective and not objectivity; he
basically told me to challenge the status quo all the
time, to constantly revise the status quo, not accepting
the current status as the only status available. And it
is the same in the work place, to constantly revise how
you are working, if you’ve got best practices, where
are new influences and new ideas, new ways of organ
ising. And that is the way I am constantly looking at
my business. Because if you don’t, you become stuck
in a rut, you don’t expand your horizons and your
thinking which makes it very dangerous for an organisation and for people within an organisation.

How do you see Deutsche Börse Group’s
future sales org anisation?

Okay, coming back to the Group relationship managers. They are going to set the tonus as to how one
should cover a client. And they are going to set the
tone by c overing the top 40 to 50 clients in a way
which is agnostic, leads from seniority and also works
with the product people who cover that particular
account. And I think leading by example we can
develop a new sales c ulture at Deutsche Börse.
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A new architecture of trust

A new architecture
of trust
S tat u s – H ow TA R G E T 2- S e c u rities i s re vo lu ti o ni s in g
Eu r o pe a n c us t o dy

TARGET2-Securities
TARGET2-Securities (T2S) is a major pan-European p
 roject
of the ECB to harmonise cross-border securities s ettlements. CSDs and central banks will be implemented on
the platform in five waves. Clearstream, representing
40 per cent of T2S’s future settlement volume via its
post-trade infrastructure for the German market, will
join with the fourth wave in February 2017. Clearstream
will be the first European provider to combine global
liquidity management with the benefits of a harmonised
market via T2S.

With the implementation of TARGET2-Securities (T2S),
the European settlement and custody system is being
radically reformed. The transformation is in full swing,
and both national and international central securities
depositories (CSDs and ICSDs) – as well as their customers – need to prepare for the launch of the European
Central Bank’s settlement platform. The migration of all
participating CSDs, ICSDs and central banks is scheduled to be completed by 2017. Clearstream, Deutsche
Börse Group’s settlement and custody services provider,
occupies an important and particular place in the field,
as it offers both CSD and ICSD s ervices. It is Deutsche
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A new architecture of trust

Karla Amend is Head of
S ection for the TARGET2-
Securities team of the
O perations Clearstream
department at Deutsche
Börse Group.

Börse Group’s “one-stop shop” for settlement, custody
and asset services, as well as highly efficient collateral
and liquidity management. Clearstream settles about
40 per cent of European securities trades. Its unique
architecture, integrating both depositories, a complete
product range across the value chain and (last but not
least) the trust it has built over many years are the
reasons why many customers decide to entrust Clearstream with their assets in anticipation of T2S.
Trust and competition

T2S is an ECB initiative to harmonise and simplify securities settlement in 23 European countries. Once the
platform has been implemented across participating

CU S TO D Y
Following trading and clearing, securities must
be settled, meaning that they need to be booked
to the correct securities accounts, and then

countries, settling transactions in T2S-eligible securities
in central bank money will merely require a cash account
at the responsible national central bank.
With T2S, national CSDs will need to cooperate to a
much greater extent than before. They have formed the
CSD Steering Group (CSG), whose chair is set to alternate at regular intervals. Through the CSG, ECB and
CSDs work together on customer-friendly solutions. On
a European level, an exemplary model of checks and
balances was established between the national CSDs,
acknowledging both the importance of players with larger
settlement volumes as well as smaller institutions.
Clearstream finds itself well-positioned for T2S settlement, particularly in light of Deutsche Bundesbank’s
prominent role amongst European central banks. Now,
it is time to adopt this position emphatically – in the
interest of a well-functioning financial market and efficient European securities settlement. Europe’s largest
provider is thus positioning itself as a responsible
and experienced broker of common interest.

kept in safe custody. Within Deutsche Börse
Group, this function is performed by Clear-

A business model focused on long -term

stream. Clearstream comprises both a domestic

grow th

and an international Central Securities Deposi-

Below the level of cooperation, each CSD has its own
business model. Clearstream, for example, providing both
CSD and ICSD services, will offer a structured post-trade
service for European and global markets, focusing on
liquidity management as it grows in importance.

tory (CSD) and provides access to more than
90 currencies and 54 markets. In line with
their respective tasks, both CSDs will participate in the uniform European settlement frame
work (TARGET2-Securities, T2S) from 2017
onwards. Deutsche Börse Group will thus be
able to offer a comprehensive, global service
to its clients. The international CSD will facilitate T2S settlement using central bank money,
not just across European markets, but also for
securities issued in Asia, for example. In this
way, Deutsche Börse Group allows for the efficient, worldwide use of assets held in custody
with the Group – e. g. as collateral.
Custody is a business area of
Deutsche Börse Group.

p. 7

Clearstream has been setting standards in the market for
many years. Early on, it published a pricing model for
T2S that included the settlement fee being passed on
to its customers without adding any margin. In the
beginning, this unusual decision caused unrest amongst
providers. However, one of the main objectives of the
T2S process is cost reduction, and introducing a pricing
model contrary to the T2S core theme would have
turned out to be counterproductive in the medium term.
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Timeline migration
2015

2016

Wave 1
5 CSDs

Wave 2
2 CSDs

Basel III
Capital

Basel III
LCR

Minimum ratios raised
gradually until 2019

EMIR

Mandatory clearing: phased approach for different asset classes

AIFMD

UCITS V

2014

T2S timeline

TIMELINE
KEY
REGULATIONS

2017

Wave 3
5 CSDs

2018

Wave 4
6 CSDs

Final Wave
5 CSDs

Basel III leverage ratio
Basel III NFSR

BCBS-IOSCO margin requirements

CSD Regulation

Synchronised
optimisation timeline for banks

Planning /concept /
decision

Specification

Complementing the waiver of own settlement fees, Clears tream focused on expanding its custody and asset
services as well as liquidity and collateral management.
Clearstream provides all of these services within its own
process chain: via its Luxembourg-based ICSD and its
Global Liquidity Hub that enables participants to fulfil
their margin obligations vis-à-vis clearing houses,
amongst other things. Within this integrated process
chain, Clearstream customers may choose whether
to settle their securities in euro central bank money
or commercial bank money. Deutsche Börse Group
also caters to the growing needs of customers in terms
of legal, regulatory and tax-specific topics with efficient
offerings and services.
Clearstream has adjusted its fee schedule for custody
services and enlisted the support of its customers in
carrying the costs of adapting the new T2S infrastructure – in combination with benefits of a discount
scheme applicable until 2020. Trust that has grown
over many years is indispensable for long-term customer loyalty. And it is the secret of success for
market leaders such as Clearstream.

Implementation

Go-live

L IQUI D IT Y MANA G E M E NT
Financial market regulation has tightened banks’
equity capital requirements. Corporate treasury
departments have a constantly growing need
for liquidity management tools in order to gain
relief on their equity. Through Clearstream’s
Global Liquidity Hub, Deutsche Börse Group
offers financial institutions optimal global
liquidity management. What is unique about
this hub is the fact that assets pledged as
collateral remain in their respective home
market, thanks to Clearstream’s network of
international partnerships. Since this approach
does not create any systemic risk, it is also
welcomed by regulators. As another benefit,
Clearstream precisely selects collateral in line
with the type, credit quality and rating of the
securities concerned, in order to precisely
cover the financial risk at hand. This means
that collateralisation is as efficient as possible,
without unnecessarily requiring liquidity.
Collateral and Liquidity Management is a
business area of Deutsche Börse Group.
p. 8
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People and locations

London for
Singapore
Will trade:

Fr a n k Ode n d a ll
Derivatives Product Development,
Product R & D Fixed Income
Nationality: German
Singapore, since 2015
London, 2011 to 2014

Resp o n s ibilit y – Peo ple a n d l o c ati o n s
What is “normal” is a matter of perspective. That is
something Deutsche Börse Group employees Frank
Odendall, Valentina Popescu, Heidemarie Seltmann
and Vassilis Vergotis know all too well. They have lived
and worked in various Group locations, and have become culturally adept when it comes to changing
their perspective.

tween two locations, Luxembourg and Frankfurt, added
to the appeal. Vassilis Vergotis fell for the challenge
of building a new business segment in Chicago. “It
was a very dynamic environment. We had to make
quick decisions, find new ways, and needed more
spontaneity than I had ever seen in Germany,” he
recalls.

They are now based in Chicago, Eschborn, Luxembourg
and Singapore – having worked for Deutsche Börse in
Frankfurt, London or Prague in the past. They are four
of many who seize the chance of working in the foreign
parts of the Group’s environment. The reasons for taking
such steps have been varied. For some, it was simply
out of curiosity about living something and somewhere
new; others were drawn to an interesting project that
made them pack their bags. What made Heidemarie
Seltmann move to Luxembourg? “The canteen offering
of sliced mangoes,” she jokes. That’s what she always
says before sharing her real reason – she was offered
a new job in quality management where she could
make use of her client service expertise. Working be-

Deutsche Börse Group employees hail from 85 countries
and work at 38 locations in 30 nations. The Group’s
workforce is as diverse as the markets the company is
active in. The employees’ cultural background, training
and experience in life shapes the v alues they adhere
to – and the expectations they have of others. In Singapore, Frank Odendall is living d
 iversity every day.
His colleagues are from Thailand, Malaysia, Great
Britain and Germany. “The differences become more
pronounced when people with different cultural backgrounds meet, for example Europeans and Asians, but
I enjoy it. We learn a lot from each other because we
expose each other to new perspectives and new ways
of thinking,” he explains.
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Va ss i l i s Verg o t i s

Core Markets Development,
Business Consulting
Nationality: German
Luxembourg, since 2007
Frankfurt, 2004 to 2007

IT Infrastructure & Operations,
Service Management
Nationality: Romanian
Eschborn, since 2015
Prague, 2011 to 2015

Derivatives Markets Trading,
Sales Americas
Nationality: Greek
Chicago, since 2004
Frankfurt, 2000 to 2004
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Diverse cooperation raises awareness for both similarities
and differences, and furthers flexibility. Frank, for
example, has learned to be more patient. In Asia, he
says, it takes more time for people to trust each other,
be it colleagues or clients. And in Luxembourg, Heidemarie found that German colleagues looking for a solution in meetings always aim for getting to the point
quickly, while team members from French-speaking
countries like getting into the details and make sure that
every aspect is accounted for. She sees that “people
are more flexible in an intercultural team when it
comes to finding solutions and values, and creating a
team culture. It’s a unique chance for growth, not only
on a business level, but also personally.”
But the learnings – and teachings – of these globetrotters
are not limited to intercultural understanding. Valentina
Popescu, who worked in the Prague back office for a
client before moving to Eschborn, recalls her situation:
“My focus was entirely on that particular client, but when
I moved to Eschborn, I saw the big picture. I have got
to know Deutsche Börse Group much better since
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I came here.” Apart from gaining a new perspective,
globetrotters help build bridges between Deutsche
Börse Group’s locations. When they move to a new
office, they not only bring with them their work experience, but also knowledge about their previous workplace. They come with a network. When contacts or
explanations are required in their new environment,
they act as facilitators and “translators”. “My Chicagobased colleagues would like to grow, participate in
cross-divisional projects. I know the culture and processes of many locations, and am happy to share my
knowledge to help colleagues achieve their goal,” says
Vassilis.
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Deutsche Börse Group as employer

TRAINING

BEVERAGES

Improving the company’s efficiency and effectiveness starts with its employees: they can choose
from a number of individual training options.

Hot and cold drinks in the office
and staff restaurants are free for
all employees

Deutsche
Börse Group
as employer

work-life
balance
Employee health issues are central to the
company’s Job, Life & Family programme.
Work-life balance classes such as business yoga, fitness boxing, qi gong and
strong back are offered to meet local
demand and requirements – and to support a health-conscious lifestyle, both
physically and mentally.

RE S P ON S IBILIT Y – OFF E RIN G RE A L
B E N E FIT S

JOB
ROTATION
Job rotation options for employees
and managers

JOB TICKET
Getting to work eco-consciously and fast –
and into the city for a good movie afterwards.
The company supports commuters travelling
via public transport with a job ticket.

Facts and figures as at 31 December 2015
5,283
employees

650 new
staff members

Employees
by region

work for Deutsche Börse
Group.

add to our company culture.

Europe: 90%
North America: 6%
Asia-Pacific: 4%
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PART-TIME
WORK
Flexible solutions for working hours
and location, tailored to the individual needs and family circumstances
of our staff

MENTORING
Our mentoring programme gets new
colleagues off to a good start at
Deutsche Börse Group. Experienced
employees assist them in networking beyond their own department
and offer a comprehensive cross-
divisional understanding of the
company.

PARENTS’
NEEDS
At the locations Frankfurt/Eschborn,
Luxembourg and Prague, an emergency
parent-child office is available to employees with young children, and an
emergency childcare service is offered
to employees in Frankfurt.

CAR PARK
Free or subsidised parking for all
employees

STAFF
RESTAURANTS
The company’s staff restaurants adhere
to principles of sustainability and offer
culinary variety to meet the tastes and
nutritional requirements of our employees, who also receive a generous meal
allowance.

PEOPLE
PRINCIPLES
Our five People Principles describe
the expectations for a cooperative and
professional working environment at
Deutsche Börse Group: respect, teamwork, recognition, result orientation
and customer focus.

Age structure
by gender

Age structure
by location

Age
<30
30–39
40–49
>50

Age
<30
30–39
40–49
>50

Women
357
857
592
271

Men
384
1,086
1,098
638

Germany
239
599
748
532

Luxembourg
110
285
483
200
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360-degree assessment

360-degree
assessment
L i n e m a n a ger
Direct line manager
according to the
organisational chart

I n t er fa c i n g
Pa r t n ers

P eers

5 colleagues from
other business
areas with whom
the feedback
recipient interacts

All executives
with the same
reporting line
and level as
the feedback
recipient

Feed b a c k
re c i p i e n t

Te a m m e m b ers
Direct reports, supporting
staff or project team
members
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“We apply the feedback system in a way that benefits each individual. For example, it might identify
particular and clearly state potential growth areas
for an aspiring manager.”
S a b i n e R o e c k l - S c h m i d t, He a d o f H u m a n R es o u r c es

“This new kind of feedback, bringing together
self-assessment and third-party evaluation,
is much more than a diagnostic tool. We will
use it to grow a culture of feedback and to
sustainably grow Deutsche Börse Group.”
J e n s H a c h m e i s t er , C h i e f o f S ta f f

RE S P ON S IBILIT Y – AN E VA LUATION F R OM E V E RY L E V E L
Feedback raises awareness. Awareness fosters growth.
Growth means progress, both on a personal and on
a business level. To discover and develop our full potential, we need open and constructive feedback on our be-
haviour. Understanding the discrepancies between the
way we see ourselves and the way others see us is
essential for further growth.

fill in a questionnaire on the employee’s social skills,
subject matter expertise, c ustomer focus and leadership skills, using both r ating scales and free-form
comments. The more detailed the comments with regards to the employee in question, and the more telling the examples, the more meaningful and helpful
the feedback.

It is against this background that Deutsche Börse Group
will establish 360-degree feedback in its organisation
for all executive staff, i.e. managers, experts and project
managers above a certain level.

The third-party feedback is evaluated by an external
service provider. Once merged, the assessments stemming from the different groups are compared amongst
each other and with the self-assessments provided by
the employee.

In a 360-degree assessment, an employee’s self-evalu-
ation is matched against an assessment from four other
groups of sources: direct supervisors, peers at the same
level and with the same reporting line, team members
and other contacts within the company.
There are four stages to the process. First, the employees
are asked to fill in a self-evaluation questionnaire. After
consulting with their supervisor, they also name the
colleagues whose feedback they would like to be included
in the process. Second, the four groups of sources

The third and fourth stage of the 360-degree process
are forward-bound, with workshops helping employees
translate the results, teaching them about the next steps
and showing them how to put the results to use in their
daily work (phase 3). The employee and their supervisor
will then together define ways of strengthening the
growth areas that were identified (phase 4). Throughout
the process, everyone involved learns that the feedback
received from colleagues provides a valuable platform for
self-reflection and discovering your own potential.
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Risk management

“We want to manage
risks efficiently”
British national Marcus
Thompson took on the
responsibility for risk
management at the Group
as Chief Risk Officer in
October 2013 in the
course of his long career
with Deutsche Börse
Group. He is also a
Member of the Executive
Board of Clearstream
Banking AG.

RE S P ON S IBILIT Y – q u es ti o n s f o r M a r c u s T h o m ps o n ,
D eu t s c h e B ö rse G r o u p ’ s c hie f Ri s k O f fi c er
What is the highest risk for Deutsche
Börse Group ?

We have three different types of risk: first, operational
risk; second, financial risk; and third, business risk.
Our operational risk makes up about 70 per cent of the
total. It is broken down into four categories, two of
which are really significant: the first covers availability
risk, and in particular, IT availability – what happens
if our systems don’t work, with potential customer claims
if the markets were closed; the second concerns legal

and compliance risks, stemming, for example, from
sanction regimes in Europe and the US, which aren’t
necessarily harmonised. Financial risk, which is about
20 per cent of the total, consists of market and credit
risk. Unlike banks, we have very little market risk, and,
although we have a lot of credit exposure, our credit risk
is largely mitigated through collateral and through Eurex
Clearing AG’s clearing fund. Business risk is the risk
that revenues fall or costs increase so that we don’t meet
our business targets. Essentially the biggest risk here
is the risk of missing something new, something that
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is going to completely change our markets – creative
destruction, if you will. And this is why I think that
“Accelerate” is so important in changing how we look
at ourselves and how we do things.

perspective, the customers based in the UK are, of
course, essential participants in the European capital
market. A unified European capital market, which includes the UK, is certainly more competitive on a global
scale than a fragmented one. If the UK left the EU, this
would be a loss for all Europeans.

What would have happened if Greece had
become insolvent ?
Is there a difference be t ween risK

We have Greek customers both at Clearstream and at
Eurex Clearing. For a long time, we have not accepted
Greek securities as collateral, and the credit lines that
we give to Greek customers were in any event very
limited and secured by collateral. So the credit risk was
effectively zero. If the Greek state had defaulted, then
we would have had no credit loss. There is very little
business risk because we don’t earn a lot of revenue
from Greek customers. On the operational risk side,
we had a task force at Clearstream dealing with the
changes in regulation and the capital controls introduced by the Greek government. And that was something really new for all of us, I think, because the Greek
government was introducing new legislation overnight,
and we were having to follow it together with the rest
of the market the next day. That was very difficult,
because the legislation was in Greek, nobody had ever
seen it before, and somehow we had to interpret it in
the same way as our customers and avoid complaints
of having actions taken in the wrong way. The situation
would have been even more complicated if Greece had
actually defaulted. But all in all, things worked out
well because we were well prepared and the whole
team came together daily for weeks to coordinate our
response as the situation developed.

m inimisation and risk management ?

From a business perspective, there are three risk m
 anagement principles which we follow: we want to understand the risks that we’re taking; we want to manage
those risks efficiently, and we want to make sure that
the relationship between risk and return is sufficient –
that the return compensates for the risk that we take.
Doing business, you take risk. But we want to see that
the risks are managed actively within our risk appetite –
that’s what we mean when we say we manage risk
“efficiently”. Of course, in certain essential parts of the
market infrastructure, particularly the clearing house,
we manage risks within a very tight risk appetite.

INFO R MATION T E CHNO L O G Y
Nowadays, exchange organisations are technology companies in their own right: resilient,
state-o f-the-art IT systems provide the foundation for v irtually all capital markets services.
In this context, uninterrupted systems operation
at Deutsche Börse Group’s data centres remains
the cornerstone for reliable trading, settlement
and custody services. This level of reliability is
ensured by IT development and operations pro

How would you e valuate the risk that
the UK le aves the EU?

cesses certified according to ISO Standards
9001 and 20000. In addition, Deutsche Börse
offers tailor-made s ystems solutions to its clients, such as connectivity to Deutsche Börse’s

For me personally, this is a very difficult question because, being British, but having lived in Germany for a
while, I’m not sure how I would be affected. I see myself
as being European, I want to remain European and that
may mean taking a new nationality. From a business

systems, specialised trading software, or solutions for SWIFT connectivity, accounts reconciliation and SEPA payments.
Technology is a business area of
Deutsche Börse Group.

p. 8
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Compliance

“Compliance is
at the core of
our beliefs”
James Freis holds both a
Juris Doctor and economics degree and gathered
broad international regulatory experience before
joining Deutsche Börse
Group in April 2014 as
Chief Compliance Officer.
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RE S P ON S IBILIT Y – QU E S TION S FO R JAM E S F REIS ,
D EUT S CH E BÖ RS E G R OU P ’ S CHIE F COM PLIANC E OFFIC E R

W H Y I S COM PL IANC E E S S E NTIA L FO R TH E
S URVIVAL OF DEUTSCHE BÖRSE GROUP – AND
WHat ARE THE CUSTOMERS’ BENEFITS ?

Compliance is fundamentally about protecting the
integrity of the markets and thereby the interests of
all market participants. In this context, compliance
with regulatory requirements and ethical practices is at
the core of our values as a leading operator of markets.
The notion and modern expectations for a compliance
function have their background in the financial services
industry and specifically in the securities markets, in
particular related to protecting retail customers and
to promoting transparency among market participants.
These concepts have now been expanded and deepened to apply not just more broadly across financial
industry participants, but also to serve as best practices for all corporate entities.

WHAT ARE SPECIFIC COMPLIANCE CHALLENGES
REL ATED TO DEUTSCHE BÖRSE GROUP’S BUSINESS ACTIVITIES INTERNATIONALLY?

Deutsche Börse Group is unique due to the fact that it
covers the whole value chain. And a fundamental
aspect of a compliance programme is that it should
be risk-based and tailored to the products and services

and jurisdictions unique to the specific entity we are.
In short: we cannot copy, we have to make our own
compliance programme in virtually every aspect. It is
a crossborder business we are involved in, with different
legal regimes, regulatory requirements and risks. We
must define our own best practices, rather than just
seek to fulfil the minimum requirements in individual
areas. This is not only a challenge, but also an opportunity for us as a market leader.

WHAT ARE THE RE TURNS OF AN INVESTMENT
IN COMPLIANCE ?

As part of this global movement and considering the
ever-evolving global expectations in terms of compliance, Deutsche Börse Group seeks to be viewed as
a market leader and one whose integrity is beyond
reproach. Market participants will be drawn to this,
and significant market players cannot afford to be seen
as competing on a basis of lower compliance standards. To put it the other way around: a positive reputation will be a strong market differentiator, just like
higher product quality. One of the lessons of the financial crisis is that financial infrastructure needs to be
more reliable and resilient than the individual market
participants – and this is also true in terms of compliance expectations.
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AMBITION

Opportunities and expectations

We develop values
AMBITION – O PP O R TUNITIE S AN D E X PE CTATION S

Deutsche Börse Group has set itself a clear goal: over
the coming years, we want to become the partner of
choice for our clients worldwide, achieving a top position
in all the business areas we are active in. That is the
qualitative goal. Expressed in figures, this means that
until 2018, we want to grow revenue by 5 to 10 per
cent – every year. Thanks to economies of scale built
into our business model, costs will rise to a lesser extent
than revenue. This is because our p
 latforms permit
higher business volumes at relatively minor additional
costs. The bottom line is that we want to boost profits
by 10 to 15 per cent every year.
A very ambitious target indeed. How are we going to
achieve that? By consistently exploiting the opportunities
we have identified – and by exploring new areas of
business, further diversifying our products and s ervices.
Allow us to provide some examples by way of explanation:

management. Moreover, the shift from off-exchange
trading towards transparent, electronic multi-bank
trading platforms benefits 360T. Overall, we expect
around €100 million per annum in additional revenue
from this business by 2018.
E xpanding the funds business

We have expanded our service offering in the funds
business with the takeover of Citco’s hedge fund franchise.
This means clients can now use Clearstream for settlement and custody of their entire funds portfolio, from
traditional investment funds and index funds to hedge
funds. During 2015, we acquired a number of renowned
clients who have already transferred their portfolios to
Clearstream. We anticipate a significant amount of new

E xploring foreign exchange

The foreign exchange trading platform 360T® has been
part of Deutsche Börse Group since the summer of 2015.
360T is a young, dynamic business with a start-up
mentality, which has added an entire asset class –
foreign exchange, or FX – to Deutsche Börse’s offering.
Being a member of Deutsche Börse Group has provided
360T with access to our global sales network, opening
doors which were previously closed to a ‘small’ start-up.
With our support, 360T can in turn expand its range of
services, evolving into the only foreign exchange pro-
vider offering a variety of traded products – from illiquid
FX instruments right through to highly liquid futures
contracts, plus the entire range of trading mechanisms
and post-trading services such as clearing and collateral

Listing
Deutsche Börse Group’s capital market activities
start in the pre-IPO market, where the Group
brings together “real-economy” businesses with
investors. The next step occurs when a company is ready to go public: its presence on the
stock exchange starts with the exchange listing.
The Frankfurt Stock Exchange allows companies
of all kinds and sizes to raise equity or debt
capital – SMEs or large enterprises, domestic
or international. Investors may participate in
the growth of the real economy – promoting it
at the same time by providing capital.
Pre-IPO and Listing is a business area of
Deutsche Börse Group.

p. 6
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Ambition

Opportunities and expectations

Clie n t s in c re a s in gly a ppre ci at e t h e
t r a n spa re n c y a n d e f fi cie n c y o f f ered
by  a n exc h a n ge m a rk e t.

business over the years to come, leveraging our services
which guarantee maximum security. Over a medium-term
horizon, we expect additional revenue per annum to the
tune of €50 million.
Growth in the energy sector

Business with power and gas products is booming.
European Energy Exchange (EEX), in which Deutsche
Börse Group holds a majority stake via Eurex, successfully explored new markets in 2015, also winning
market share from over-the-counter trading. This trend
is set to continue, given that c lients increasingly appreciate the transparency and efficiency offered by an exchange market. Our declared long-term goal is to create
a single European power market. The energy business
is scheduled to contribute additional revenue of around
€50 million per annum over the next years.
Global index business

STOXX Ltd., which has been a wholly owned subsidiary
of Deutsche Börse Group since the summer of 2015, is
making excellent progress towards becoming a global
index provider. STOXX continues to expand its index
portfolio, especially in Asia and the US. Banks and fund
management companies use indices as underlying instruments for the creation of financial products. Investors
have increasingly come to prefer passively managed
investments for some time now. This is evident, for
example, in the constantly rising flow of funds into index
funds – in which STOXX p
 articipates in the form of

licence fees. STOXX will grow revenue from this business by around €30 million per annum between now
and 2018.
These factors are structural – meaning that they are
caused by the continuous development of financial
markets – and thus sustainable. We can anticipate these
developments, creating the right offers to match the
structural changes.
Increase in key interest rates

There are also cyclical factors which we cannot influence,
and which may have a positive or negative impact on
our business. In particular, this includes monetary policy
measures by central banks. Key interest rates, which
have been low for many years, are burdening parts
of our business. If global interest rates were to rise by
1 percentage point on a verage, this would translate
into a revenue increase of approx. €100 million per
annum. Whilst the US Federal Reserve raised interest
rates (for the first time since 2006) at the end of 2015,
we do not yet anticipate a similar move in Europe.
We have also launched numerous initiatives designed
to generate growth in our various business areas. All
told, we anticipate additional revenue of at least €400
million until 2018 from structural o pportunities, plus
at least €100 million from cyclical opportunities – this
is equivalent to the growth target of 5 to 10 per cent
per annum.
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A

C

Corporate governance from A to Z

Conversion into a Euro pe a n pu bli c limit ed -
li a bilit y C o m pa n y

All o c ati o n o f c a pita l
Deutsche Börse Group monitors its portfolio of businesses on an ongoing basis.
Above-average growth is a yardstick,
provided it creates sustainable value(s):
we want to keep on growing through
acquisitions or mergers, exploiting promising options which are compatible with
our strategy. At the same time, we promote entrepreneurial spirit within the
company, and are prepared to spin off
businesses. We will, however, terminate
any initiatives which lack success over
the medium term, and which fail to create sustainable value.

Deutsche Börse AG is a European
c ompany with German roots and
global reach. Therefore, the company
shall be converted into a European
public limited-liability company (Societas
Europaea, SE). As a consequence,
employee representatives from other
locations will also join the Supervisory
Board, giving the Board a more international profile – a clear signal that we
understand Deutsche Börse to be an
international enterprise.

Corporate governance
from A to Z

D
C E
I
G

D e cl a r ati o n s o f
C o n fo rmit y

C o m pli a n ce

“Compliance” means conduct in accordance with applicable rules and laws. It is
considered a key aspect of good corporate governance. For Deutsche Börse
Group as a global financial services provider, the highest compliance standards
are a matter of course – within the company and on the markets we operate.
This is the only way to safeguard market
integrity, and thus preserve the interests
of all market participants. Therefore,
compliance is a core aspect of our dayto-day operations. For more information
on compliance at Deutsche Börse Group,
please refer to the interview with
James Freis.

E M PL OY EE c o m mit m e n t

We will only be able to achieve our
ambitious goals with well-informed
and committed staff. Our Group-wide
approach, thinking outside the box,
and strict client focus require people
who are committed to the Group as a
whole, and to all of its clients. People
who recognise potential for all segments
of the value creation chain beyond their
own area of responsibility.

Good corporate governance and responsible actions are no coincidence.
The German Corporate Governance
Code and the German Sustainability
Code are key elements of our corporate culture. With our respective Declarations of Conformity, we create
transparency as to how we comply
with the provisions of these codes.
We also comply with international
guidelines – specifically, the United
Nations Global Compact and the
standards set by the International
Labour Organisation. Our service
providers and suppliers are committed
to observing a Code of Conduct, and
a Group-wide Code of Ethics applies
to all members of staff. For more
details, please refer to our
corporate governance declaration.

In v es to rs

G ro up-W ide
Sus ta in a bilit y

In its dual role as an organiser of marketplaces and an exchange-listed company,
Deutsche Börse Group adopts a holistic
stance in terms of its corporate responsibility. We are committed to sustainable
conduct across the value creation chain.
The goal of our Group-wide sustainability
strategy is to strengthen economic and
social benefits over the long term.

Investors from all over the world have purchased Deutsche Börse AG shares, with
institutional investors accounting for a
clear majority of 95 per cent. The shares
are a lucrative investment for private
investors as well: Since Deutsche Börse
went public in 2001, shareholders have
benefited from an average annual return
of around 14.4 per cent – by comparison, a direct investment in DAX® would
have yielded an annual return of around
3.5 per cent in the same period. We
maintain transparent and trustworthy
communications with our shareholders.
At our annual Investor Day, we provide
extensive information on current strategic developments and projects. Please
visit www.deutsche-boerse.com/ir– e
for more details on Deutsche Börse’s
investor relations activities.
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Corporate governance from A to Z

O

Q

o rg a nis ati o n

We have organised innovation, marketing and sales on a Group-wide level
since the beginning of 2016. This consistent organisation allows us to better
develop products and services in line
with our clients’ needs, and to deliver
them within a shorter period of time.
This has strengthened the Group’s position as a responsible and reliable partner
on the global financial markets – to buyside and sell-side participants, other
infrastructure providers, as well as to
politicians and regulatory authorities.

remu ner ati o n o f t he
E xe cu ti v e B oa rd
We have introduced a new remuneration
system for members of the Executive
Board, with effect from 1 January 2016.
The new system clearly strengthens the
long-term, sustainable remuneration
component, through a combination of an
assessment basis extending over several
years with sustainability elements and
the deferral of disbursements. Executive
Board members will not have any incentives to enter into excessive risks. Furthermore, under the new system, the
Executive Board will not only participate
in the company’s profits. They will also
be more exposed to risks than before. As
such, the new remuneration system will
also serve to align the interests of senior
management, shareholders, and other
stakeholders. For a detailed explanation
of the new remuneration system, please
refer to the combined management
report within the 2015 financial report.

R

Ta rge t s

T

Deutsche Börse Group will have to stand
its ground in international competition –
and it will succeed in doing so. Our goal
is to propel the company into the global
number one or number two position – in
all its business areas. Our “Accelerate”
growth strategy is dedicated to reaching
this goal. For more details, please refer
to the ”Strategic perspectives” chapter.

S

S uperv is o ry B oa rd
The Supervisory Board is the key supervisory body of a public limited company.
It supervises the Executive Board and
gives advice on strategic issues.
Deutsche Börse’s Supervisory Board
currently consists of twelve members.

Q ua lifi c ati o n o f Su perv is o ry B oa rd m em bers

The German Corporate Governance Code
requires that the members of the Supervisory Board have the knowledge, ability
and expert experience required to properly complete their tasks. Over and above
an understanding of commercial issues,
the members of our Supervisory Board
must have profound knowledge of capital markets, regulation, clearing, settlement and risk management issues.
Detailed information on the qualifications profile is provided in the corporate governance report, which is part
of the 2015 financial report. The independence of Supervisory Board members is also essential for their ability to
lead the company with integrity and determination. Relationships with related
parties to the company they supervise
may give rise to conflicts of interest. As
stated in the report of the Supervisory
Board, part of the 2015 financial report,
all shareholder representatives to the
Supervisory Board were independent
throughout 2015.

With the planned conversion of the
company into a European public limitedliability company (Societas Europaea,
SE), our Supervisory Board will become
more international. More detailed information on the work of our Supervisory
Board during 2015 is available
in the report of the Supervisory Board,
the corporate governance declaration,
and the corporate governance report.

W

S ta k eh o lder
e n g ageme n t
Deutsche Börse Group maintains a continuous dialogue with all its relevant stakeholders, whose varied p erspective on our fields
of activity provide key impulses for the company’s Group-wide orientation. Please visit
www.deutsche-boerse.com/sustainability
for more details on how we engage with our
stakeholders.

Wo me n in exe cu ti v e
p o siti o n s

In accordance with the Gesetz zur gleichberechtigten Teilhabe von Frauen und
Männern an Führungspositionen (German
Act on the Equal Representation of Women
and Men in Executive Positions), the Executive Board of Deutsche Börse AG resolved
to maintain the existing quota of women,
which is 20 per cent in the Executive Board
and 33.33 per cent in the Supervisory
Board. For the two management levels below
the Executive Board, the existing quotas to
be maintained are 6 per cent on the first
and 10 per cent on the second management level. These target quotas relate to
Deutsche Börse AG (excluding subsidiaries) and will be valid until 30 June 2017.
For more details, please refer to the
“Non-financial p
 erformance indicators”
section of the combined management
report.

S

K a rl - He i n z Fl ö t h er , *1952
Independent Management Consultant, Kronberg
Nationality: German

G er h a rd R o gge m a n n , *1948
Senior Advisor
Edmond de Rothschild
Private Merchant Banking LLP, London
Nationality: German

M o n i c a M ä c h ler , *1956
Member of different supervisory bodies,
Nationality: Swiss

J o h a n n es W i t t, *1952
Staff member in the Financial
Accounting & Controlling department
Deutsche Börse AG, Frankfurt/Main
Nationality: German

Our
Supervisory
Board

H a n s - Pe t er G a b e , *1963
Staff member in the HR Compensation,
Workforce & Talent Management section
Deutsche Börse AG, Frankfurt/Main
Nationality: German

Ir m t r au d B u s c h ,*1956
Former staff member in the Business Consulting section
Clearstream Banking AG, Frankfurt/Main
Nationality: German

Friedri c h Merz , *1955
Lawyer and Senior Counsel,
Mayer Brown LLP, Dusseldorf
Nationality: German

T h o m a s Ne i sse , *1948
Independent Capital Market Advisor, Haibach
Nationality: German

A m y Y ip, *1951
Managing Partner, RAYS Capital
Partners Limited, Hong Kong
Executive Director, Vitagreen, Hong Kong
Nationality: Chinese (Hong Kong)

M a ri o n F o r n o f f,*1961
Staff member in the HR
Europe & US section
Deutsche Börse AG, Frankfurt/Main
Nationality: German

J u t ta S t u h l fau t h , *1961
Lawyer, M.B.A. (Wales) and
Head of the unit Policies & Procedures
Deutsche Börse AG, Frankfurt/Main
Nationality: German

M a r t i n Ulri c i, *1959
Head of the Talent Management unit
Deutsche Börse AG, Frankfurt/Main
Nationality: German

Dav i d Krell , *1946
Chairman of the Board of Directors
International Securities Exchange, LLC,
New York
Nationality: US-American
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Cr a i g He im a r k , *1954
Managing Partner
Hawthorne Group LLC, Palo Alto
Nationality: US-American

E r h a rd S c hipp o re i t, *1949
Independent Management Consultant, Hanover
Nationality: German

Ri c h a rd Berl i a n d, *1962
Deputy Chairman (since 13 May 2015)
Management Consultant – Executive Director
Richard Berliand Limited, Ashtead Surrey
Chairman of the Management Committee
Renshaw Bay LLP, London
Nationality: British

Our Supervisory Board 
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J o a c h im Fa b er , *1950
Chairman
Independent Management Consultant, Grünwald
Nationality: German

R E S P ON S IBI L IT Y

Ri c h a rd M . H ayde n , *1945
Non-Executive Chairman
Haymarket Financial LLP, London
Chairman of the Senior Advisory Board
TowerBrook Capital Partners L.P., London
Nationality: US-American and British

He i n z -J o a c him Neu b ü rger , *1953, † 2015
Independent Management Consultant, London
Nationality: German

As at 31 December 2015 (unless otherwise stated)
1) The term of office of the former members of the Supervisory Board ended with the end of the Annual General Meeting on 13 May 2015.
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S tat u s

Key figures 2015

Share price development

Dividend per share2)

€2.25

Closing price on 31 Dec. 2015

€81.39
+37%

+7%

1)

Key
figures
2015

Net revenue (total)

€2,367.4
+16%

€1,248.8 million

+17%

1)

1)

Net revenue by segment (€ million)
Eurex

1,025.2
+27%
1)

Operating costs3)

million

Clearstream

746.4
+7%
1)

Xetra

184.8
+14%
1)

Market Data + Services

411.0
+8%
1)

Earnings before
interest and tax2)
EBIT

€1,124.0 million

+14%

1)

Cash flows from
operating activities

€796.6 million
+16%

Return on shareholders’ equity3)
annual average

22%

Credit rating Deutsche Börse AG4)

AA

1)
1) Growth rate compared to 2014
2) Proposal to the Annual General Meeting 2016
3) Adjusted for exceptional items
4) On 20 October 2015, Standard & Poor’s changed the outlook from stable to negative.
You will find a detailed overview of all key figures and their composition in the
five-year review in the 2015 financial report.
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